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Summary NATO is embarking on a new stage of adaptation in which innovation and emerging and disruptive technologies (EDTs) play a crucial role. Its efforts in both fields are a step in the right ...

Innovation as Adaptation: NATO and Emerging Technologies
Operational use cases such as fraud prediction and recommendation engines have dominated in Neo4j’s existence up to this point. But following today’s ...

Neo4j Sees Graph Data Science Taking Off Following $325 Million Round
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.

Today’s Premium Stories
Honors School valedictorians Vera Vaz and McKay Winder delivered their speeches at Friday’s graduation for Churchill County High School.

Honors School valedictorians challenge themselves
Lucky for me, Chris Street is not that kind of steroid expert. This former science editor of FLEX magazine is a scientist in training and a scholar, not to mention a really nice guy. In spite of his ...

Anabolic Street – Part 1
A number of the respondents wrote about cross-cutting themes, introduced novel ideas or shared thoughts that were not widely mentioned by others. This ...

3. Cross-cutting and novel statements
The Global Blockchain Technology in Healthcare Market is expected to reach valuation around USD 12.5 Bn by 2028, growing at a noteworthy CAGR of 64% over forecast period 2021 to 2028, according to new ...

Blockchain Technology in Healthcare Market Will Reach US$ 12.5 Bn by 2028
When I watch "Lie Witness News," I can’t help but wonder if Americans are the biggest bullshitters in the world. In Hollywood at least, it seems remarkably easy to find people who are willing to make ...

Psychology Today
There’s an old joke in computer science circles that artificial intelligence ... at resumes for candidates that were hired in the past. And it says, what are the terms that tended to appear ...

Transcript: Ezra Klein Interviews Brian Christian
(W)e haven’t even started to talk about what might be ‘possible’ and are still mostly arguing about what is ‘feasible without compromising economic growth.’ These are of course extremely different ...

The Clean Energy Transition Is a Big Time-Wasting Lie
To put that in perspective, that total would have won the past couple of ... while maintaining fair competition. This is the only policy actually supported by science, as of now.

She qualified fair and square, but here is why Laurel Hubbard should not compete at Tokyo 2020
In a move that heralds a growing effort to check the power and influence of Big Tech, President Biden on Tuesday appointed Lina Khan, a top antagonist of the tech industry, to chair the Federal Trade ...

Biden taps Big Tech critic Lina Khan to chair the Federal Trade Commission
Can a filibuster-proof majority of the U.S. Senate reach an agreement on a massive infrastructure investment that for Democrats must be big enough, an ...

Bipartisanship faces difficult test with big infrastructure bill
There’s an old joke in computer science circles that artificial intelligence ... at resumes for candidates that were hired in the past. And it says, what are the terms that tended to appear ...

If ‘All Models Are Wrong,’ Why Do We Give Them So Much Power?
Not a big enough deal? Or is Biden's team afraid ... published a letter in the journal of science calling the lab leak theory viable. And this caught the attention of several real journalists ...

'The Ingraham Angle' on who's really covering up for China
Certainly, I think a big driver in interest in federal R&D to some extent is China and, more generally, the rise of international science and technology and the rise of international competition.

Improving federal R&D policy: My long-read Q&A with Matt Hourihan
Well our last discussion for the day is with the Gilead team, we've got Merdad and Johanna here to talk to us representing the R&D and Commercial Science ... seen over the past couple of years ...

Gilead Sciences, Inc. (GILD) Management Presents at Annual Bernstein Strategic Decisions Conference (Transcript)
Keith holds a Bachelor Agr Science ... big companies were prominent with RWE (OTCPK:RWEOY) and Vattenfall both achieving support for closure of 2 plants and Uniper SE closure of 1 plant. The ...

Peabody Energy: Crunch Time 2024 If It Survives Until Then
The animal ‘spillover’ is like buying a winning lottery ticket in a very big ... worrisome. Science and technology thrives in an atmosphere of openness, criticism, debate, and competition.

China must hand over the keys to Wuhan lab for Covid-19 origins and global good
COLLEGE PARK — Over the past few decades, quantum computing has developed from what many considered a science-fiction fantasy ... The quantum competition, reminiscent of the U.S.-Soviet era ...
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